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FOR GATRIC DISTORTION (BLOAT) – EMERGENCY treatment. 
 
This should be enough to release gas and oxygen in cells, reduce stress and aid breathing very quickly. 
 
Must be given as soon as possible. Soon as you notice any type of discomfort, laying down, and 
trying to role over to get some relief.  Obvious bloating and tight stomach, being restless with 
stress, breathing funny (acute stress and pain). 
 
 
DOSAGE:   Same amount for all size animals. 
   
One dose is: approx. 1- 2 pills in gum of mouth or pat in several drops on body (back of should blades, 
top of head or face on larger animals)  somewhere there is more skin than fur. 
 
MUST Repeat a dose every 3 to 5 minutes.     By the third or four repeat dose symptoms will have 
changed.  This should be enough to release gas and oxygen in cells, reduce stress and aid breathing very 
quickly.   Repeat for a couple more doses of every hour or so if needed for wellness.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREVENTION         (from CHRONIC Bloat Issues  or   Prevention of ACUTE BLOAT) 
 
DOSAGE:  Stir in 2 to 4 (or drops) pills in filtered water bowl once a week ( or every time you change the 
water)  is fine for other animals to drink from same water bowl.   Only the animals that needs this formula 
will benefit from it. 
 

                                                  
FARM ANIMALS  add 1 cap (or 40 drops) of the liquid (or 5 pills) into a litre of water and 
shake well.   Pour half a litre into each water trough once or twice a month. 

 


